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[N.B. This is the unedited text as read on the above occasions.]
Hearing Imre Lakatos last night,I was promptedto recognize that my paper could
easily be viewed with reference to his divisionof epistemologyintothe logic of justification
and the logic of discovery. The "problem-worrying"of my title,which I shall try to support
in the latterpart of my paper, represents a dynamic involvementin the problemsituation. I
thinkmy example from architecture willnot:be wholly foreignto Lakatos' demonstrationof
the logicof discovery in mathematics.
In the first part of my paper, I shall suggest that the notion of problem-solving,
especially as architects have thus far encountered it, is bound up with a desire for

justification. In the stronger instances, there has probably been a beliefthat problemsolving routineswould lead to justifiableresults; in the weaker instancesthere may have
misappropriated, techniques

It is imperativethat WQ do not warp humanwel1-beingjust for the sake of
exploiting a technique ﾑ especially when the technique is a powerful one. As I shall
soon explain in more detai1,the ideas of problem-solvingwhich have recentlyinterested

architectsare involvedwitheither problemsof achieving definitegoals or else with
problems of synthesizing from a body of established facts. Becauseof these
characteristics of either definite goal orientation or inductivism, these notions of problemsolving are neither descriptive of the traditional behavior of the best architects nor
applicable to the current problemsituation of architecture.

In contrast to these attitudes of

solving the problem, I wish to present another attitudetoward problems ﾑ "problemworrying." If I were to attempt to characterize the notionof "problem-worrying"explicitly
and with words of a more positive connotation, I wouldsuggest that architecture is
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must be accomplished,then,through the exercise of tentativeforesightand the critical

examinationof thatforesightand the actionsto which it has led. According to this
description, neither the human purposes nor the architect's methodsare definitely

determined in advance. Consequently,if this interpretationof the architecturalproblem
situationis correct, any problem-solving technique that relies on explicitproblem
willdistortthe humanpurposes involved.
definitionor distinctgoa1-0rientation
Though I confess that I have no explicit model of "problem-worrying"to
compare withcertainproblem-solving models, 1have a rudimentaryidea of it whichI

shall try to exhibit with the aid of an example. The example is that of a building which in
its realization led to the reformulation of the problem which it set out to solve, fte original

problemhaving been how best to develop visual awareness

in a population that had

been described as visual illiterates

Finally,it must be acknowledged
that there are importantproblem-solving models
which incorporate much of what I have called "problem-worrying," namely, when a

problem-solving model incorporates a highlysensitivefeedback mechanismand is
operating in an appropriate domain. However much more closely this may align

problem-solving routinesand architecturaldesign, it may stillbe argued that there is a

significantincongruencebetweenthese activities. It is doubtfu1,then, that problem-solving
models are preferableto problem-worryingin problemsituationswithextraordinarily
complexfeedback such as architecture, as I have described it, is.
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architecture is concernedwith the wel1-being of man. We are inquiringas to the
appropriatenessof problem-solving techniques for architecture
We may now take a more detailed 100kat the relation betweenarchitecture and
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limited and very clearly stated "rea1-1ifeproblems." In these situations it is possible to
describe the initial state and the state to be achieved in the same symbolic language
The problemis a matter of achieving the goa1, the already described final state.
Achieving such a goal is not automatic even in, say, many games with limited elements
and precise rules. It is still necessary

to develop a sense of good play. Invention,

ingenuity and other similar traits enter into the development of such a sense of good

play,and this leads Simonand his colleagues to consider creativityas a special class of

problem-solving.
There is no reason to deny the use of the word "creative" for achievement of the
sort just described, but one should resist seeing this kind of situation as adequate

description of quite differentproblemsituationsand theirappropriatecreative
responses.

When Simonand his colleagues extend their understandingof problem-solvingand
creativityintothe design of physical objects (as they do by reference to work on
automatizeddesign of electricmotors),it turns out that they are establishing a hierarchyof
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play of chess, not the creation of the game itself. This is a limited and reasonable approach
whichno doubt has useful applications where certain decision-makingroutines must be

repeated again and again; but WO cannot generalize from this to problemsituationswhere
words such as "design" and "creativity" are used to refer to activities whichdo not have such
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design process are so often found wanting. And this in turn leads to the imperativesfor
laying bare the bones of the design process
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quite generally recognized. Increasingly,it seems, the works of even our most
renownedarchitectsare open to serious criticism;and regardless of the severityof the
criticism,architects have provedthemselves incapable of justifyingwhat they d0.
Systems orientedarchitectsappear to interpretthis situationin the followingway: If our
building were to fit its problemperfectly, then there could be no criticism and WO could

justifyboth our methodand our product. Such a perfectfit,they continue,can only be
achieved if WO have a wel1-structured,
detaileddescription of the problemand then
generate the solution from the problemstatement.

It is fortunate that WF have several

new sciences and new tools that can aid the systematic designer in this program of
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professional education of the architect. The principal intention is that the study will result in
educationalreform. Included in the first document from Princeton was "A List of Key
Problems in Architecture." The list began with a problemstated as question and answer,
as follows: "1.) How can we improvecompetence in environmentalprogramming? a.)

develop more effective techniques of problem-statingand problem-solving." Top
priorityis given to the role of the program in architecture,to problem-stating, and this leads
one on to the satisfaction of the program, problem-solving.
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approachto problem-solving, and the approachthat is more common among architects

Rather than seeking a dearly definedgoal (the firstjustificationalapproach), this second
justificationalapproach is inductive,seeking to define the problemcarefullyin orderto
have a fixed standard against whichto judge any proposed problemsolution. The static
qualityof this understandingof the design process is well brought out in the most recent
documentof the Princetonproject. The firstthree stages of theirbreakdownof architectural
design activity are as follows
:
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There can also be no exploration of the fact that any proposal willentailoriginally
unintended consequences.

To whatever degree these can be foreseen, the problem

should be reconsideredin the light of these consequences
Thus, this whole approachcan be criticized in at least two serious ways
1)the usual problemof inductivist theories that they can never be sure that they have
adequate data from which to synthesize or even adequate data to check against, if one is

seeking justification;and 2) that the process of creativedesign is artificiallysimplifiedin
order that it may be viewed more systematically and in order that its results may be

justifiedby theirconsistencywittian initialstatement. This,even though the original
statement may be a curious artifact that bears only slight resemblance to the new problem
situation.

Now, systematic problem-solvingdesign is not the only possible alternativeto the
current easily criticizablesituationof architecturaldesign. If systematicdesign is not the

onlyalternativeand is itself open to serious criticism,ften why should the adoption of
these techniques seem to be so imperative?

Our societycertainlyencourages an enthusiasm for new techniques, butsuch a
compulsionis especially deeply rooted ﾑ

explicitly and implicitly ﾑ

in the thinking of

architects. This compulsion stems fromthe acceptanceof the nineteenthcentury
doctrinethat architecture is the physicalexpression, and perhaps the fullestexpression,
0f the spiritof the time. Once this notionis accepted for past times, and once it is
realizedthat WQ livein a differenttime,the necessity arises for discovering the spiritof
our time and discovering those forms that will express our spirit. Such a search for

spiritsand expressions can lead to various situations,but one compelling interpretation
is that which claims that the architect must express the spirit of his times through the use

of the newest materialsand techniques. The poignancyof the topicWO are discussing
is this: the search for a spirit of the times is a kind of historical phrenology that distracts
one from actual problemsituations. Yet in our instancethe spirit-expressing technique
is one of problem-solving

Problem-solving
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1tappears, then, that in the 1960's there is a double imperative for the use of

problem-solvingtechniques;first, becausewe have problems, and then because their
use will contribute to the expression of our times. This combinationof inductivist and

historicist ideas, open to criticism in so many ways, also encourages the pursuit of
problem-solvingtechniques as an end in itself. If the problem-solving routines should

be inadequate to handle the complexity of the problemand thereforegenerate an
environment that distorts man, one can interpret the distorted man as being expressive
of his time. Even the inadequacyof the technique could be seen as a, perhaps
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That is, under the historicistprejudiceof modernarchitecturalthought,what results
from the use of a new technique is less important than that the use of these means is
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My argument may now be reformulatedto say: There is no imperative that we
must use any given technique. There is an imperative that we attempt to better

understand the activityof the architect,the problemsituationwithinwhichhe works, and
the reasons for his often ratherbad performance. At any rate, it is onlythrough such an
understandingof the architect's relation to his problemsthat WO could come to know

怖ien and where to use whichnew techniques.
To achieve such an understandingof the architect's problem situation and of the
response of the best architects to such problemsituations will be anything but easy

Tonight I shall attempt nothing more than an example and what appear to be some
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exampleof the motor. Even in the instance of inductiveproblem-solvingWF have
includedthe manufacturer's policy-making, the work of the problemsolvingengineer,the
production of the motor, and the motor in use. But if W@ now pursue all the reciprocities

of these factors, WO then have an idea of the extraordinarilycomplexactivitythat the
architectoften calls design. He sees that any solution,any form, has implications beyond
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sees this dynamicinterrelation of form and problemas of the first importance. And it is

tills reciprocityof form and problemthat is not sufficientlyrecognized by the problem-

solvingdesigner.
This idea might be made more clear by paraphrasing M.C. Beardsley's
description of creativity:"... as the artist moves from stage to stage, it is not that he is
100kingto see whetherhe is saying what he already meant, but that he is 100kingto see
whetherhe wants to mean what he is saying."1 We can test the adequacy of architecture
conceived as problem-solving and the universalityof such conceptionsas the frictionless
fit of form and context by the examinationof such a buildingas Le Corbusier's Carpenter
Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard University. The Carpenter Center has been roundly
criticizedfor being anything but effortless in its relationswithpeople, withits neighboring
ne0-Georgianbuildings,or withthe Cambridgestreet pattern. One cannot deny that
there is reason for people to discover that the Visual Arts Center is assertive and does

oiled solution here, but ratherto the way in whicha problemhas been developed and left
open to continuing development

Harvard Universityhad discovered that, in theirown words, "colleges graduate
IJAAC, XXII1, 1965, p. 299
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and very few people outside that community. If universitiesare concernedwithgeneral
artisticilliteracy,then they must offer instructionto the wholecommunity. The buildingitself
must reach out and engage every person in such a way that even people who will never

be formallyenrolledat the Visual Arts Center willhave the opportunity to achieve new
realizations about the potential of architectural form as a shaper of life. I had the

memorableand most happyexperience of seeing such a realizationtake place. Without
any prior instruction, WO brought some of our M.1.T.freshmen to visit the Carpenter

Center. A girlfrom a small town in Illinois,completely untutoredin architecture,explored
the Corbusier building. After she had moved through the buildingfor some time, we
asked what her reaction had been. She was at first a bit timid about answering, but then
she told us that when she had come to the top of the ramp, she felt that she was all over

the buildingcontributed to her reaction. But for now, the importantthing is that she had
come to realize a potential in architecture whichshe had not even suspected. The fact that

she had made her discovery by means of actual movementthrough the buildingis one of
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he had made the building itself an active participant in the problem situation rather than a

retiring,effortlessframework. Secondly, the visitorand Harvard are forced to recognize
^.D. Trottenberg, "College Graduate Visual Illiterates,Saturday Review(Feb. 19,
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sport; all of one's senses, the whole of one's perception and thought is engaged. In
some ways, one is tempted to feel that the Carpenter Center for the Visual Art is a world,
a context, a problem, and WO have the happy opportunityto form ourselves against it

That is, Corbusier's building may be seen as a complete inversion of the idea of
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problem-solving. Harvardstill has not defined the originalproblem, nor solved it; but they
have entered into the problem situation more fruitfullythan anyone with a hard definition.
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Of course it could be argued that the buildingswhereWO wouldvalue such
assertion from architectural form are unusua1. As a matter of degree, this might be so;
here I have only wanted to demonstrate that WO cannot accept problem-solvingand
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the implications of the proposals; successive reformulations of the problemand
proposals; and the final selection of a form for its appropriatenessto the reformulated

problem. In this case, one must judge not only the fit, but also how the problemhas
changed. And one must judge the fit not in terms of frictionlessness, but in terms of
whetherthefr@ctionlssultedtothenew
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no axiomatic system for design, no specificationof elements, no specifiable identification

of a solution, and that the problemshifts with the form adopted, am I not forced to the

awkwardpositionthat everythingis relativeand the admission that the architectcan justify
nothing(oranything)that he does?
However,I think the understandingof frie work of the architect toward whichmy
paperpolntSnoto
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We return to the generally recognized situation that I mentionedearlier in my paper
That is, much of recent architecture is open to serious criticism, and architects have no way

of justifyingtheiractions. The systems-0rientedarchitectshave adopted new techniques
and sought to analyze the problemintoa rationallyunassailable assembly of bitewhich
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we be sure of our heuristics of synthesis.

If WO take the problem-solvingapproach, we

certainlycannotdo this haphazardly,but if we go through that process conscientiously we
willneversuCCeed in even stat@ngthe p oblem letalone solvlng
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of some carefullyresearched data, 100se assumptions, personal hypotheses and
particulars developed in relationto other hypotheses. [END OF INSERT]
Here I wouldlike just to insert one observationwhich will require much more
consideration than I have been able to give it. The reciprocal relation of problemand
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form that I have been discussing is indeed quite different from the concepts of

problem-solvingthat 1have discussed. In defense of the problem-solvingapproach,
however, one must acknowledgethat the continuingdevelopment
of feedback
systems appears to be providingmodelsthat more closely simulate the activityof
architectural design. I wouldonly wish to express some reservation as to whether
even a very refined feedback mechanism can compete with the human mind in such an
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Norbert Wiener's fears of the modernsorcery of gadgeteering engineers.
1ncontrast to the description offered by the notion of problem-solving, can we
imagine a more rational and more consistent way of structuring the activityof an

architect?3One of the accusationsis that the architect cannot justify large-schlSla
his
靭 @e
「

decisions;and thereforecan justifyanything. However,there is nothingpeculiarabout
the architects inabilityto justifyhis actions. Even the most rationalman, dealingwiththe
most rationalissue can finallybe pushed back to nothingstronger than his personal faith
or commitment in rationality. W.W, Bartley has proposed that we change our demand.

Rather than asking the rationalman to rationallyjustifyeverythinghe holds,which leads
to infinite regress, we ask only that the rational man .not justify what he does hold

irrationally.Applying this argument to our situation,we drop any demandthat the
architectjustifyhimselfrationally,but we do demandthat he be open to criticismand that
he not bluntthe criticismby irrationaljustification.Theremoval of the demandfor
justificationadmits the desirablepluralismof approach; rationalcriticismkeeps that
pluralismin bounds.
We can ask the architect to be as clear as possible about his assumptions and his
arChlDel@eCLsworkwillbe
under お lfぜrlt@clSm
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way, we may begin to discover the connectionsbetween inadequate architectural form

and certain formulations or assumptions made by the architect. At a certain point, we
may be able to say, it is irrationalto continue to make this assumption;or, in this

problem-space it is unreasonable to adopt this formulation. In this way, we do not ask
the impossible of an architectﾑ

a rational justification of a position which involves many

qualitative as well as factual judgments. But we also do not clip his wings and tell him to

make no such judgments. Rationalityrests in the willingness to examine one's
hypotheses and one's judgments and to abandon these when they prove to be false or
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logical contradiction is being used for "friction" in a beneficial way, WO may expect that the
system adopted (adopted withoutpriorjustification)will be consistent. If the system
leads itself into irresolvable self-contradiction, this must be accepted as a criticism of the

system.
There wouldbe the criticism of empirical test. This wouldinclude such mundane

but decisive failures as collapse of the building,spaces with uncontrollable temperature,
glazed areas that are deemed a risk of life underadverse but recurrent weather
conditions, orientation that creates external spaces that exaggerate adverse weather
conditions, and the like.

Especiallywhen one is dealing withproposals ratherthan withfinishedbuildings,
there wouldbe the criticismof scientifictheory. Once the work is built,any relevant
scientific theory must either be corroboratedor refuted by the building; but before it is
built, WO may wish to use scientific theory to criticize the proposa1. If structural theory
tells us the building will collapse, WO will at least want to build and test a mode1. If

sociological theory tells us the proposed environment
willwarp the psychic lifeof its
inhabitants, WO will at least want to examine the plausibility of the theory on whichthat

judgment is based.
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problem-Wor
ぴing

proposals suggest both new opportunities and new criticisms. They also have the

witha particular
psychological advantage of breaking down personal identification

proposa1.
Finally,there is the check of the problem. I have been emphasizingthe
developmentof the problem, the transformation of the probleminto something which
subsumesthe originalproblemstatement; but the originalproblemhas to have been
dealt with in some way. I have suggested that Corbusier translatedthe problemof
alertinga communityto the significance of the visual arts intoa more comprehensive
problemconcerning the relation of man to a formed environment.But to suggest a
negative test case, if one desired an environment that wouldencourage the
soon ぬ n
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involve a greater physical proximity, a new communication system, a symbolically
identifiable place, or whatever else, it should be possible to discover whetherthe

approachadopted enhancedor decreased such contact among the relevant
population.
1believe these suggestions incorporate
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criticism. He can simply refuse to be rationa1. But this becomes a matter of
professional education and etiiics. If we unburdenthe architect of ttie demand to
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Inconclusion, I have been arguing that WO certainlycannot demand, probably
cannot expect or desire a rigoroussystem for architecturaldesign. This, however,
doesnotdenythepoSslbilityordesirabilityof
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Leト巾 ln@ C atomlCfa はS

The strongest and most flexiblerationalsystem availableis to give the creative
person free reign subject only to responsible, reasonable and sensitive self-criticismand

the publictests of performance
and criticism.
The call is not for artificiallyprecise problems, rigoroussystems, friction-1ess
solutions, or justification of one's actions.
Growthof architectural learning and practice calls for a relentless rationaland
sensible criticism that "worries" the problem, striving for a better problem ﾑ especially a
better problem ﾑ and then also for a relation of problemand form that is resistant to

加
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It is common to hear that architecture is at sea
･

･

Tke

We have no clear general theories or goals
We have no reliable particulars or facts.

卯i口 lrea 団 onSto
･

･

MS 卜確 bFn

To agree, despair and lapse into complete relativism
To accept the formulation of the crisis and therefore I) to formulate ideals, theories and
goals whichare put forward on a lake it or leave it basis
2) to collect and display reliable facts

The claim of my paper is that:
･

As bad as the situation of architecture may be, it is not as bad or as unusual
as it may appear.

･

All of science, mathematics,and art - human knowledgeis a matter of growth, not solid
foundations.

･

･

We have the conditions for growth.
We need the understandingto cultivate our growth

How do we cultivate our growth?
･

Not, I have argued, by a systematic methodology
that returns to the old dogmatic
false problemof foundations

p の低e 卜刃 M呵川 d problemWor川呵
･

Not by treating all new systems and techniques as mere tools since this

the pFoble 山
･
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Not by treating all new systems and techniques as
absolute media both because the techniques are rich and flexible and
problems are also generated outside the media

We are in a pluralisticsituation and this pluralism can be turned to account.

Along with our complexproblems we have complextechniques and many people
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setting up the conjectures, in criticizingthem, and thereby learningand growing. But such an
approachis not systematic in the sense of imposing a manageable structure; ratherit seeks
to discoverthe structurethrough an interestingsituationof multipleconjectures and criticism.
Since we don't know what the situation is till we get involved in the process, it's no
use later asking if WQ are saying what WF meant. We learn through the process and

therefore want to ask "Do I mean what I am saying?"
I ask that question of myself and I'm sure I'lllearn much from all of you this week
Thank you

